Quiz 1
1. Who specifies whether Elementary has lower jumps or not?
a. The club?
b. The judge?
c. Competitors?
d. Bars must always be lower than the maximum.
2. Walking the course should take place:a. at any time if someone needs to walk it
b. between a height break
c. before competition begins
3. Re-runs can take place
a. when the competitor is ready
b. immediately
c. at the end of the height range
d. at the end of the class
e. either (b) or (d)
f. either (a) or (c)
4. If a dog is misses an obstacle during a rerun for time only, and carries on to finish the course and get a
time, the result is:a. 5 faults, in the time recorded
b. a clear round, in the time recorded
c. a disqualification
5. What distance must there be either side of a long jump and spread jump?
a. 6m before and 4m after
b. 4m before and after
c. 6m before and after
d. Any distance as long as they are not on a corner.
6. You must set the timer for two passes if the dog is going through the first obstacle twice on a course.
a. True
b. False.

Answers on the next page

Quiz 1, answers.
Who specifies whether Elementary has lower jumps or not?
(a) The club? (see Standing orders)
Walking the course should take place:(c ) before competition begins
Re-runs can take place –
(e) immediately or at the end of the class
If a dog is misses an obstacle during a rerun for time only the result is:(c ) disqualification
What distance must there be either side of a long jump and spread jump?
(c ) 6m before and after
You must set the timer for two passes if the dog is going through the first obstacle twice on a course.
(b) False. (see the article on Timers)

